Every other year the field of sarcoma is taking big leaps in terms of collaborations and the efforts to make the difference. This year, three major trials (practice changing or not so practice changing) were presented for soft-tissue sarcoma (STS), namely Announce trial, SARC 028 trial, and STRASS trial.

Olaratumab was approved in October 2016 based on Phase 1b/2 trial showing the dramatic overall survival (OS) benefit of 11.8 months which was unprecedented leading to both reassurance and speculations after the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) accelerated approval.\[[@ref1]\] It was followed by ANNOUNCE trial, a phase 3 placebo control trial presented in plenary session.\[[@ref2]\] This trial had OS as a primary endpoint OS in overall population along with co-primary endpoint as OS in leiomyosarcoma subgroup. This trial failed to show OS benefit in olaratumab/doxorubicin arm as compared to doxorubicin/placebo arm (20.4 vs. 19.7 months, *P* = 0.69). While this has led to overt disappointment among patient advocates and sarcoma oncologists, there are quite a few lessons learned from this trial. Another point of discussion was improved OS in the comparator arm which is apparently more than previous first-line trials (though one-fourth of patients in this study were second line!). Hence, what could lead to these disparate results in Phase 1b/2 trial as compared to Phase 3 trial.

First, olaratumab approval was based on Phase 2 randomized trial which had higher chances of error. Second, in all sarcoma trials, there is a significant percentage of "other sarcomas" population, the affect of which on outcome is totally unknown. Third, with such failure, the concept of FDA accelerated approval (approving drug based on surrogate endpoint and then confirming in confirmatory endpoint) comes under scrutiny. A recent analysis done by Gyawali *et al*. showed that only 19% of FDA accelerated approved drugs could be tested with confirmatory endpoint such as OS.\[[@ref3]\] Improved OS in the comparator arm could be because of better supportive care and more use of second/third-line therapies.

STRASS trial was a randomized, multicenter trial in patients with histologically proven localized retroperitoneal sarcoma (RPS) which was operable and suitable for preoperative radiotherapy (RT).\[[@ref4]\] This study was done in view of a higher risk of local recurrence in RPSs and previous nonrandomized studies, showing survival benefit in RPS.\[[@ref5]\] This study succeeded partly as it could complete its accrual unlike previous ACOSOG trial which failed to complete accrual. The primary endpoint in this study was abdominal relapse free survival which is shown in [Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}.

###### 

Definition of Abdominal relapse free survival

  After surgery                                         Before surgery
  ----------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------------------------------
  Local relapse after macroscopic complete resection    Tumor became inoperable between randomization and time of surgery
  Peritoneal sarcomatosis found at laparotomy           Development of distant metastasis while on preoperative RT
  Macroscopic local disease left behind at laparotomy   Local progression of primary tumor while on preoperative RT

The IDMC recommended on July 2017 to remove local progression while on RT as endpoint in patients who could undergo surgery. RT=Radiotherapy

There were a total of 266 patients with majority of patients were liposarcoma (75%) followed by leiomyosarcoma (14%) and others. Majority of the patients received intensity-modulated RT *n* = 95%, while 5% received three-dimensional conformal radiation therapy.

Macroscopic surgery was done in 95% in both arms. After a median follow-up of 43 months, the abdominal relapse free survival at 3 years in preoperative RT arm versus surgery arm was 60.4% versus 58.7%. Three years\' OS in both the arms was 84% versus 84.6%, suggesting that only a few life-threatening events would have happened during this follow-up. After adjusting the (Independent Data Monitoring Committee) IDMC-recommended modification (stated above), there was a benefit in the liposarcoma subgroup in terms of abdominal recurrence free survival.

There are several reasons that this trial might have failed. First, RPSs are not homogeneous population. RPSs might behave very differently as per the histopathology ranging from well differentiated (5 year local recurrence rate -- \<15%--20% and distant metastasis -- \<2%) to leiomyosarcomas (distance metastasis -- 56% and local recurrence -- 10%--20%).\[[@ref6]\] Besides well-differentiated RPS, local recurrences happen at the rate of 4% per year. It might be therefore understandable that because of the high rate of local recurrence liposarcoma is the only subtype which could be benefited by preoperative RT as shown in subgroup analysis. Since the event rate in well-differentiated liposarcoma might happen late, the median follow-up of 43 months might not be sufficient. In such a collaborative trial with transatlantic collaboration, it is also pertinent to do operability assessment of this heterogeneous group centrally.

Regarding the third trial which was a poster at American Society of Clinical Oncology (ASCO) meeting, it was one of the most awaited studies to evaluate the effect of immunotherapy (pembrolizumab) in STSs. SARC 028 study was a Phase 2 trial, in which 10 patients each of pleomorphic undifferentiated sarcoma, leiomyosarcoma, synovial sarcoma, and liposarcoma (total of 40 patients) were given pembrolizumab every 3 weekly.\[[@ref7]\] Of 40 patients, 7 (17%) patients had objective responses. Responses in this were mainly limited to pleomorphic undifferentiated sarcoma (4/10 = 40%) and liposarcoma (2/10 = 20%). Based on this, it was apparent that it should be further studied in pleomorphic undifferentiated sarcoma and liposarcoma. SARC 028 expansion cohort included further 30 patients each of pleomorphic undifferentiated sarcoma and liposarcoma.\[[@ref8]\] It was assumed that if the overall response rate (ORR) exceeds 25% in the respective type of sarcoma, it is clinically meaningful. ORR in pleomorphi undifferentiated sarcoma (PUS) cohort was 9/40 (22.5%), while response rates in liposarcoma cohort were 4/39 (10.2%). Thus, it was concluded that since it was just short of 25% in PUS, this might be the subset in which this therapy might work. In patients with PUS those who responded (*N* = 9), majority of patients 7/9 (78%), the responses lasted \<20 weeks. Furthermore, programmed death-ligand 1 (PD-L1) testing in tumor cells was also done to find the predictive biomarkers and was considered positive if it was \>1%. There was poor correlation between the response and the tumor cells\' PD-L1 positivity. Of a total of 11 patients who responded, PD-L1 was positive in 6 patients. Furthermore, 13 nonresponders were PD-L1 positive. This reiterates the fact that immune cells\' PD-L1 might play a more important role than tumor cells\' PD-L1.\[[@ref9]\] Simultaneously, we must not take for granted the role of pembrolizumab in PUS as the previous study showed dismal outcomes.\[[@ref9]\] Hence, future studies with more patient numbers and better design are definitely required to answer this question.

In nutshell, these three trials tried to answer very relevant questions in this extremely rare disease. The collaboration and conduct of randomized trials seem to be the way ahead. The future certainly belongs to histology-specific answers and multinational and multicenter trials.
